
Transforming how 
claims are paid 

Optum® Payment System Interface framework enables a user’s workflow to be 
seamless and self‑directed, unlocking the ability to go beyond simple batch claims 
processing to individual claim auditing and even advanced analytics. PSI enables 
payers across Medicare, Medicaid and commercial lines of business to review claim 
pricing in greater detail than ever before. Its biweekly regulatory updates increase 
payment accuracy, allowing payers to spend more time using their data and less 
time managing it. PSI is flexible, scaling easily to each payer’s unique business.

Accuracy: Price claims correctly the first time
PSI maintains up‑to‑date data from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 
Services (CMS), state Medicaid and other regulatory sources to ensure payers 
are accurately pricing claims the first time. PSI synchronizes data sources to 
ensure payers can use the latest regulatory content as soon as they are ready to 
deploy it. And in the event that a payer needs to reprice a claim, PSI advanced 
filters allow users to pinpoint specific claims requiring attention and reprice 
them without IT intervention. 

Transparency: See how claims are priced
PSI shows you how each claim was priced so you can be confident it was 
priced accurately. Pricing worksheets are included that show you the step‑by‑step 
pricing calculations used. These worksheets can be reviewed for quality assurance 
and shared with auditors or providers to help settle claims pricing disputes. Each 
iteration of a claim can be stored in the PSI database, so you can easily review both 
the current priced amount for a claim and any prior priced amounts.

Flexibility: Implement PSI to fit your business,  
not the other way around
PSI can process 10 claims as easily as it can process 10 million. It can import 
batches of claim data in almost any format that your system can output, and it 
can provide pricing in real time via the built‑in RESTful web service Application 
Programming Interface (API). Batch processing can be performed ad hoc or 
predefined and scheduled in advance to occur once or multiple times on specific 
days and times. When a batch of claims is needed for modeling or repricing, it 
can easily be extracted from the PSI database, thereby reducing the frequency 
with which you need to extract claims from your data warehouse or require IT 
intervention. PSI can be customized as little or as much as your business requires. 

Transforming how 
claims are paid 
Optum Payment System Interface (PSI) is a 
web‑based claim pricing platform for payers. 

PSI enables payers with 
Medicare, Medicaid 
and commercial lines 
of business to be more 
transparent with providers

Payment System Interface



Feature Payment System Interface

Transparency • Pricing Worksheets — 30+ reimbursement systems (Medicare, Medicaid)

• Iterative claim history

Batch processing • Scalable, unlimited 

• Multiple claim file processing

• 837i/p integration

• Optimized processing speed

• Upload/download batch files via UI, reducing IT involvement

• Scheduled or ad hoc

User interface • Payer focused

• Advanced search criteria (query over 50+ data points)

Reporting and 
modeling

• Import claims

• Reprice based on Medicare, Medicaid 

• Compare rates across facilities 

• Override existing contract information to perform what‑if analysis

• Claims reporting

Integration with 
Optum products

• Regulatory Portal

• Rate Manager, Rate Manager Pro

Reference and 
coding support

• APC Assistant™ add‑on

• Encoder and clinical reference add‑on

Features of Optum Payment System Interface

1‑800‑765‑6807 empower@optum.com optum.com/contactus

For more information about how Optum Payment System Interface can simplify PPS reimbursement: 
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